Winnipeg School Division staff have spent the last few weeks since the Province made
its announcement on Bill 64 – The Education Modernization Act researching the
proposed legislation and accompanying materials. In this presentation, we hope to
share with you some of the inconsistencies Minister Cullen is making in his public
statements, while also showing you some of the researched facts in response.
We are, first and foremost, concerned about what the Better Education Starts Today
model will mean for our students and our families in Winnipeg School Division. Over
the years, this division has responded to the unique needs of our communities.
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Let’s start with the claim that the merger of school divisions into fifteen regions plus
DSFM will result in savings of $40 million dollars. Minister Cullen has said on many
occasions that he sees this $40 million savings from “top heavy bureaucracies” will
result in more teachers and EAs in schools across the province.
It appears Minister Cullen doesn’t have any understanding of the real costs of
classroom education. While $40 million sounds like a lot of money, when spread across
the entire province, it may, at best, result in half a teaching position in schools. But at
what cost?
Superintendents and other division staff provide very important supports to schools in
Manitoba. The range of services is extensive, but just for a few examples: professional
development planning and implementation, human resources supports, technology
and systems structures and supports.
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This slide and the next slide are just SOME of the examples of divisional supports for
schools. We do a very good job of making it seem like everything happens at the school
level, because we strongly believe that our schools are our community hubs. But every
school requires a great deal of support that occurs outside of the school, and is
initiated and maintained at the division level.
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When reorganizing the entire education system into one huge region for all of Winnipeg
– all of these programs need to be taken into account and we need assurances that
they aren’t going to be lost.
It is also important to note that all of this work will continue to be needed to be done –
and as you’ll see on the next slide – claims that administration costs can be further cut
with this new model are questionable.
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Minister Cullen has cited comparisons of Manitoba admin costs in education as being
48 percent high than Ontario.
That’s just not true when it comes to Winnipeg School Division. Our admin costs are
actually 7.44 percent lower than other large school districts.
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This chart shows the difference between large groupings of school divisions in four
other provinces and their total percentage of administrative costs.
Last year:
Ontario’s costs were 2.50%
Alberta’s costs were 3.28%
BC costs were 3.27%
Saskatchewan’s were 2.74%
Combined, all those provinces average admin costs were 2.82 percent – compared to
Winnipeg School Division at 2.61 percent, we’re actually already 7.44 percent lower.
Minister Cullen is suggesting that bigger divisions, or in Manitoba, regions, will mean
lower admin costs. We don’t agree. And for more comparisons, we’ll look at Health
Care costs next.
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In the last reported year, prior to COVID, administration costs at Regional Health
Authorities across Manitoba have been more than DOUBLE in most cases the
administration costs of Winnipeg School Division.
Since the Pallister Government came into power in 2016, the cost of administration in
Health Care has risen from 3.1 percent to 3.8 percent in 2019.
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Another comparison we’ve made is to large local organizations – WRHA was on the
previous slide but here it is in comparison to the admin costs of the City which last year
were 5.54 percent, WRHA was 4.56% for an average of 4.98 percent. Once again,
Winnipeg School Division admin costs are far lower at 2.61 percent – that’s a difference
of 47.46 percent lower than other large organizations in the city.
Why this is important is to show that bigger doesn’t necessarily mean better.
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While the province hasn’t come outright and said they are tearing down and
restructuring the entire education system to find efficiencies, we have read between
the lines.
Some of the areas where significant savings could be made through merged systems
have been suggested by school division senior administrators, including Winnipeg
School Division, for years, without any action by the province.
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It may be true that depending on what school division the programming is different.
That’s how responding to unique needs of communities has worked, and it has worked
well in Winnipeg School Division. Unfortunately, revenue through property taxation has
had to be the method of funding these unique and important programs.
We are concerned about what is going to happen to these programs in the larger
regional model.
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These next three slides show just some of the areas where there are already funding
gaps, and programs are being paid for mostly through revenue from property taxes.
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There is no guarantee that any of these programs or services will continue to be
provided under the new model, or that these programs, which we know to be highly
effective and necessary in our communities, will be expanded across the entire
Winnipeg region.
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Other divisions in Winnipeg also have unique programs and the big question is – which,
if any, will survive the transformation to the new model? French Immersion programs,
for example, are largely funded through property taxation at 84 percent of the cost –
how will this and other funding gaps in programming be addressed by the new model –
both in funding and delivery?
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Winnipeg School Division is absolutely a leader when it comes to Indigenous Education.
We were the first school division in Canada (in 1996) to have a full policy on Indigenous
Education, and the first school division in Canada to open Indigenous Schools (COTE
1991 and Niji Mahkwa 1993). We have developed many teaching tools and methods
throughout the years to ensure our Indigenous students are successful. There is no
reason to fixate, as this government is doing, on a four year graduation being
successful.
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We’ve included this as another example of the misleading information that is being
presented to the public.
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It may be true that Manitoba businesses are having a hard time attracting skilled talent
–but it isn’t because of a lack of effort within school divisions. Winnipeg School Division
has partnered with a variety of businesses to establish learning criteria that will benefit
students as they enter worklife. More of these kind of partnerships is needed to help
connect the right students to the right careers.
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It seems to be extremely apparent that this model, with only one representative from
each region, regardless of the number of students and parents in that region, is not
democratic. Democracy is representation by population. A single elected parent from
the entire Winnipeg region will have to speak on behalf of over 100,000 students and
their parents/guardians and their school communities. There is no room for diversity
based on any of the many demographics found in Winnipeg – from income, to age, to
ethnicity. This structure needs to be seriously reconsidered and changed.
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This chart shows how our current governance model compares to the proposed model.
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Getting the proposed model reconsidered and changed will take pressure from the
people it matters to most – you, your families, your friends and colleagues. Talk to
them about speaking up as well so that the Provincial Government hears the message:
-preserve the significance of local school-based decision making across
Manitoba
-reassess the governance and regional model, factoring in student population
and school community representation, specifically for the City of Winnipeg.
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You may feel like you’ve already spoken up – and likely you have. We went through an
entire year of sharing what we thought was important to education in Manitoba.
Winnipeg School Division hosted several large, well attended, focus group meetings
with the Commission on K to 12 Education. We had plenty to say, and a lot of what we
said was included in the Commission’s report.
Yet very few of the Commission’s 75 recommendations are seen in what the Province
has released so far in its Better Education Starts Today materials.
Why spend over $1 million and not use those results?
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At Winnipeg School Division – we know there is room to improve. We embrace the
opportunity to find those savings from shared resources. To elevate programs that are
working so well for our students and for students in other school divisions so that all
students can benefit from them. But we have to have a starting point and in WSD, that
is the Principles of Learning. These five principles are a guide that will help get all
educators in Manitoba on the right path – they provide the ‘roadmap’ that Minister
Cullen claims is missing.
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The government has said that it wants to consult even more with Manitobans about
how to build that roadmap for Better Education that Starts Today. We may be asking
why bother, since we’ve given our opinions and ideas over and over again and they
have largely been ignored. But now is not the time to give up – we must work together
to continue to press this government to hear what works well. To fight regional
representation for a more democratic model. We need to talk to our MLAs and the
Minister of Education and his department and ask them to slow down this process so
that is done right, not fast, not cheap, right.
And we can point at the work already done in the Commission on K to 12 Education
report, and to include more of those recommendations because those
recommendations came from the people of Manitoba who care about the education of
our youth.
There are also councils and taskforces being created right now by the government –
you can express your interest to be involved in those groups as well. You can find links
to those on the government’s bettereducationmb.ca website
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Winnipeg School Division has reached out to meet the changing needs of our
population for the past 150 years – and continues to do so to this day. With all of the
programming and successes – including academic success with outcomes exceeding
Provincial results in the past two years – Winnipeg School Division is meeting the needs
of its students and families. There are places to improve, as we’ve touched upon in this
presentation, however, a complete dismantling of the entire school division along with
every other school division in the city to make one, enormous and potentially
impersonal organization seems like a big step back for education.
Let’s make sure politicians and the public know where we stand.
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